If Google was created to rig elections and run a Smedley Butler-ish coup then Rajeev Motwani would
have known all about it but….

Rajeev Motwani, a Professor Behind Google, Dies at 47 - The New ...
Jun 10, 2009 ... Rajeev Motwani, a Stanford computer science professor and an ... The cause of death
was being investigated, said Robert Foucrault, the San ...
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Google founders' mentor Rajeev Motwani found dead in swimming ...
Jun 7, 2009 ... Rajeev Motwani, Stanford professor who worked with search engine ... A spokesman for
the university said the cause of death was unclear.
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Investigation pending on death of Stanford computer science ...
Jun 7, 2009 ... Atherton police on Sunday said they are waiting for an autopsy before investigating the
apparent accidental drowning death of Rajeev Motwani, ...
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Rajeev Motwani's memorial service at Stanford recalls genius and ...
Sep 25, 2009 ... Rajeev Motwani's memorial service at Stanford recalls genius and ... three months
since Rajeev Motwani's death — seem bewildered that the ...
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Gigaom | Goodbye Old Friend. R.I.P. Rajeev Motwani
Jun 5, 2009 ... Updated with additional details: Rajeev Motwani, one of the savviest ... how people
suddenly start overly eulogizing someone after their death.
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Founder of Google...ASSASSINATED - PrisonPlanet Forum
Rajeev Motwani, who was found dead in his swimming pool on June 5, .... The news of Professor
Rajeev Motwani's untimely death on Friday ...
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Rajeev Motwani, computer scientist at Stanford; adviser, investor in ...
Jun 6, 2009 ... Google co-founder and Stanford graduate Sergey Brin wrote about Motwani on his blog
after his death: “Officially, Rajeev was not my advisor, ...
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Larry Page And Sergey Brin's Mentor Found Dead In Swimming ...
Jun 8, 2009 ... Stanford professor Rajeev Motwani was found dead in his swimming pool ... But I
would rather not dwell on the sorrow of his death and instead ...
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A Little shellfish toxin or a handheld heart shock device can do untraceable wonders...

